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Customer
Success Story

CUSTOMER

Reisswolf AG
MATERIAL

Document, data, files
SHREDDER

RS100
THROUGHPUT

4,6 t/h

„Hunkeler Systeme AG supports us with reliable, high-performance and safetybased technology by UNTHA”, says Pascal Laperrouasz and adds: “We were
looking for a professional system, and we found it with Hunkeler Systeme AG.
The engineers really knew what they were doing and we found their work to
be of a high standard throughout. The advice we received was exemplary and
the system went into operation exactly as planned. The quality of the remote
support is outstanding - the engineers are able to analyse and remove errors
quickly via the Internet, without having to travel a single kilometre first.“
- Pascal Laperrousaz (branch manager at Reisswolf AG Satigny)

Reisswolf AG

CUSTOMER

CHALLENGE

After Basel and Zurich, Reisswolf AG, specialists in
document shredding, has now also set up a site in
Satigny near Geneva. Reisswolf AG works according to
the most stringent safety standards that are applied to
document destruction today. The company is certified
according to the DIN 66399 standard. Reisswolf AG
provides its customers with containers for document
disposal, with each container being specific to a single
customer. Less voluminous files are deposited in the
container via narrow slits in the lid. The lid may be
taken off to accommodate larger objects or thick
binders. The opening mechanism is activated by
authorised persons via a personalised badge, and the
system registers every opening. It is thus fully traceable
who opened a container at what time. If the container
is open for longer than two minutes, an alarm will
sound.

As Reisswolf AG had already successfully implemented
systems in Basel and Zurich by Hunkeler Systeme AG,
the long-standing UNTHA partner in Switzerland,
references were clearly in favour of the technology
offered by the Austrian premium manufacturer. When
the company had to make a decision as to which
shredder to invest in for the destruction of confidential
documents, it didn’t hesitate.

SHREDDING SOLUTION
The sophisticated, four-shaft RS100 shredders are tested
to within an inch of their life and are characterised by
outstanding reliability, insensitivity to non-shreddables
and a broad application range, starting from recycling
all the way to document and data destruction. Thanks to

their robust structure and the powerful, resilient cutting
system, these shredders are particularly suitable for
multi-shift, permanent operation. Unlike fast-running
systems, the shredders of the RS class are particularly
resistant to non-shreddables.

PURCHASING DECISION
Based on the available reference facilities in other
plants, Hunkeler Systeme AG installed an UNTHA
four-shaft RS100 shredder at Reisswolf AG. Its strong,
resistant cutting system shreds paper, cardboard and
metal parts.
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